GSO Meeting Notes 12/02/19

Announcement from Graduate & Post-doctoral Affairs / Professional Development

- Hosting several workshops in the spring, email if you have any ideas for workshops: leadership skills, reading group + CTL
- Email if you’re part a grad student group - lunch with Sarah and Kleinman - sbgolde@bu.edu

Constitution Updates

- Vote 1: E-Board is President, VP, T, S. All in favor? Unanimous
- Vote 2: Updated responsibilities of President. All in favor? Unanimous
- Vote 3: Updated responsibilities of VP. All in favor? Unanimous
- Vote 4: Updated responsibilities of Treasurer. All in favor? Unanimous
- Vote 5: Updated responsibilities of Secretary. All in favor? Unanimous
- Vote 6: Committee chair responsibilities. All in favor? Unanimous
- Vote 7: Unanimous
- Vote 8:
  - Part 1: Take out PhD candidates. Unanimous
  - Part 2: Move all committees from standing into ad hoc. Unanimous
- Vote 9: Duties of representatives. Unanimous
- Vote 10: Unanimous
- Vote 11: Unanimous
- Vote 12: Unanimous
- Vote 13:
  - Part 1: Unanimous
  - Part 2: Unanimous
- Vote 14:
  - Part 1: Unanimous
  - Part 2: Majority? No, does not pass. 3/4 ? Yes, passes.
- Vote 15: Unanimous, unanimous, unanimous
- Vote 16: Table for now, leave at ¾
- Vote 17: Table for now, leave at ¾
- Vote 18: Leave at ¾
- Vote 19: Leave at ¾
- Vote 20: Table for now

Teaching Fellow Survey

- Takeaways: most people want more support, say in what classes they want to teach, there should be equity in the amount of classes
• What does the GSO want to do with the data? Table this discussion, make it #1 on January’s agenda

Elections
• P: Jessica G. and Elie A. nominated, both nominations denied, so Diane stays on for now but cuts back on responsibilities
• VP: Shannon B. nominated, all vote in favor!
• S: Jessica G. nominated, all vote in favor!
• (James stays as treasurer)
• Social Chair: Table for January